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Attention Bishops of Scotland!
Time Flies, Eternity Awaits…
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When Pope John Paul II looked out of the
window of the home in which he grew up in
Poland, he saw a sundial inscribed with the
words “Time Flies, Eternity Awaits” (Polish:
Czas Ucieka Wieczność Czeka).

A sobering thought. A thought which is, in
fact, at the very heart of the Gospel:  “Stay
awake, for you do not know the day nor the
hour…” (Matt 25:13)

As recently as 13 January 2021, the Feast of
St Mungo, Patron Saint of Glasgow, Philip
Tartaglia, the Archbishop of Glasgow, was
called to his judgment. Think about that: the
Archbishop, whose God-given mandate to
teach and preach Christ in that city, was called
to give an account of his stewardship on the
very day marking the celebration of the city’s
patron saint.

In our January newsletter, we published, with
biting commentary injected, the Archbishop’s
Christmas address to the faithful, in which he
acknowledged that Government restrictions
prevented us from joining with others in
church to celebrate the birth of Our Lord.

The Bishops, however, had collaborated with
the Scottish Government to close churches,
even before Government measures had been
announced and, when briefly re-opened, the
Bishops imposed “safety” measures which
amount to an insult to Our Lord.

God, it seems, is not only non-essential, but
dangerous to our physical well-being. He who
told us that every hair on our head is counted,
that not even a sparrow falls to the ground but
the Father knows it…We are to regard this
God as dangerous to our health? The very idea
is even more of an insult when we recall that
the Bishops have rejected all efforts to restore
the traditional practice of the reception of
Holy Communion on the tongue, not least in
order to safeguard the Sacred Species which
has been found  lying on the floor in churches
and, scandalously, dropped on the ground and
trampled underfoot at various outdoor events.

Even in the traditional churches, there were
people who wore masks when the churches

were re-opened, placing Christ the King in a
position subordinate to questionable, selective
science and the diktats of a secular state.

When  he penned his Christmas address to the
faithful, in which he lamented the “strangeness”
of this Christmas, Archbishop Tartaglia could
not have known that his “day and hour” was fast
approaching - that eternity awaited.

Had he realised that his own death and judgment
were imminent, what might he have written?

Personally, I like to think that he would have
apologised for closing the churches in the first
place, and announced their re-opening, if not
immediately, then soon thereafter.

There are other issues, such as certain concerns
of the clergy, injustices, real or perceived, which
the Archbishop may have sought to address in
the weeks prior to his death, had he realised that
the time was certainly flying and that eternity
surely awaited.

That truth, of course, applies to each one of us:

“Do not neglect the grace that is offered to you.
The God who offers the sinner pardon, does not
promise him tomorrow.”(St. Gregory)

Bishops of Scotland, remember that each of you
is personally accountable for the diocese in
which you have been placed. You have not been
entrusted with the souls in your diocese as a
member of the Bishops Conference of Scotland
(a novel concept), nor have you been charged
with affirming non-Catholics and non-believers
in their errors; you have been charged with
teaching the undiluted Catholic religion in your
particular diocese. You are each responsible for
seeking the salvation of the souls who trust you
to lead them safely to Heaven, and for bringing
souls to Christ who are in danger of being lost.
Nothing else. An immeasurably important task.

Yet, in both Church circles and in the media,
you are regarded as mere diplomats who are
expected to subscribe to a wholly superficial
relationship with the world; you must “go-
along-to-get-along” with politicians, leaders
of non-Catholic religions and others in public
life. This has been the modus operandi of
bishops and priests for years now. You should
find the thought of being called to judgment
with such a curriculum vitae, terrifying.

Pope Benedict XV repeats what the Fathers
of the Church have always taught as necessary
for salvation:

“The nature of the Catholic faith is such that
nothing can be added to it, nothing taken
away. Either it is held in its entirety or it is
rejected totally. This is the Catholic faith
which, unless a man believes faithfully and
firmly, he cannot be saved.”

Crystal clear. As clear as crystal.

Archbishop Tartaglia now knows the truth of
that Polish inscription:“Time Flies, Eternity
Awaits” and we pray for his soul. We can’t
help but wonder, however, who’s next?

“If I were not a
Catholic and were
looking for the true
Church in the world
today, I would look
for the one Church
which did not get
along well with the
world; in other
words, I would look for the Church
which the world hated…”

(Archbishop Fulton Sheen)
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Covid-19 : The Truth

"Giving the latest figures at the daily briefing on Thursday [4 February], the First Minister said
53 deaths from coronavirus and 1,149 positive tests have been recorded in Scotland in the past
24 hours.” Nicola Sturgeon, Scotland’s First Minister, quoted in The Scotsman newspaper online, 4
February, 2021.

Is The UK In Permanent Lockdown?

I checked on the official Scottish COVID-19 death statistics again last night and discovered that
there is not a single death recorded as directly resulting from COVID-19.

Of the almost 15,000 deaths recorded to date, 6,300 were of people who had merely tested
positive for the virus and 8,400 were of those whose death certificates mentioned COVID-19.
Not a single death has actually been declared as directly from the virus. Besides that, 15,000
deaths represents a mere 0.27% of the Scottish population. This is the kind of information that
exposes the evil behind these lockdowns and the push for vaccination.

I have said before and I say again, what is presently unfolding is a global government crime
against humanity hatched by the Davos people who own the world and hate God. The Nazis
come a very distant second in wickedness in comparison with what these demons are currently
orchestrating.

We must only hope that one day they will be brought to justice as were the Nazis at Nuremburg.
Failing that, in terms of the shortness of this life they will not escape the divine justice which
is eternal. They are having their moment of power now, but it will be very short lived and they
will pay for it with eternal damnation and in suffering they cannot even begin to imagine. If
they could only understand what lies ahead of them. Posted by Martin Blackshaw on the Catholic
Truth blog, 7/2/21  - see extract from his letter (opposite) to the Scottish Health Secretary, 16/2/21.

A LANDMARK legal decision declared that regional containment policies – including
lockdowns, social distancing, prohibitions on gatherings by family or friends) are
UNCONSTITUTIONAL. The judge called the lockdowns a “catastrophically wrong
political decision with dramatic consequences for almost all areas of people’s lives.”
The judge ruled that the government violated the “inviolably guaranteed human

dignity” under basic German law.  German Court in Weimar Declares Lockdown Unconstitutional,
by Alliance for Human Research Protection (AHRP), January 28, 2021 https://truthcomestolight.com/

Since my immediate concern is about Scottish
deaths, I will restrict my observations to offi-
cial Scottish Government figures. According
to these, 15,000 deaths are insinuated on the
government website from a population of 5.5
million, which number equates to a mere
0.27% of the Scottish population - hardly the
plague upon us!

I say insinuated because nowhere on the gov-
ernment website is there a declaration of
deaths resulting directly from Covid-19. Nor
indeed are we told how many of these 15,000
deaths were of people with pre-existing seri-
ous underlying health conditions, which, as
we know, accounts for most deaths.

Instead, we have the ambiguous declaration of
deaths of those who have tested positive for
COVID-19 and deaths where COVID-19 was
mentioned on the death certificate. Given
what we now know about PCR testing it is
quite possible that very few of these people
died from Covid-19. Is this why the website is
so strangely, perhaps legally, vague in the
matter?

Just to emphasise how harmless this virus is
for a majority of the world's healthy citizens,
the American Centre for Disease Control
(CDC) released the following Covid survival
statistics in September last year: Age 0-19
years: 99.99% - Age 20-49 years: 99.98% -
Age 50-69 years: 99.5% - Age 70 & over
years: 94.6%. These numbers have not al-
tered in the five months since they were pub-
lished.

Now, given that at the height of virus infec-
tion in England last year 40% of acute NHS
beds were lying empty for the first time in
decades, and given that more people are at
risk of dying from suspended testing and
treatment for genuine life-threatening illness-
es, not to mention rising suicides and the
mental health impact of Covid lockdowns, I
want you to tell me what this is really all about.

Official statistics and declarations do not lie
and cannot be written off so easily as "con-
spiracy theory". This lockdown business, the
psychological manipulation via the media to
ensure compliance, the mask and social dis-
tancing mandates, the surveillance, the misuse
of police, the encouraging of neighbours and
children to report perceived rule breakers,
etc., these are all classic tactics of Communist
totalitarian regimes.
Ed: the Communist Party is one of the political
affiliations listed on Jeane Freeman’s Wikipedia
page.

In Scotland, the additional singling out of
religion for particular lockdown persecution
is further confirmation, if such were required,
that our nation is at the mercy of a Communist
government with a programme to trample the
divine and natural law while suppressing
Constitutional civil liberties and human rights
through abuse of legislative authority.

In effect, it is the realisation of G K Chester-
ton's wise observation: “Abolish the God,
and the government becomes the God.”

Extract from Letter to
Jeane Freeman SNP,

 Health Secretary
from Martin Blackshaw

https://truthcomestolight.com/
https://truthcomestolight.com/
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Biden: The Man Who Stole America
USA  Correspondent

The first thing you need to ask yourself: was
the break-in at the Capitol, while Congress was
in session holding a debate about election
certification, an attempt to stop a transfer of
power to Biden, or an attempt to stop the debate
itself—during which legislators would have
laid out evidence of fraud?  The assault did
achieve a stoppage of the debate, which was
being carried live on television.
Ed: Republican Senator Ted Cruz was caught on
camera with a large pile of paperwork in front of
him - evidence, presumably, of the fraud. This was
not presented, due to the invasion of the building.

The legislators were evacuated.

We do know that, going back months, Antifa
was issuing memos to its members to appear at
Trump rallies posing as supporters of the
president, wearing appropriate gear, so that
when Antifa caused trouble and committed
violence, their actions would be blamed on
Trumpers.

I’m not saying all the people who broke through
into the Capitol today were Antifa, but their
members could have led the way, stirring up
anger and moving at the head of the hundreds
who knocked down barriers and forced back
the police.

Shortly before the break-in, C-Span was airing
a senator’s rebuttal to Mitch McConnell’s
speech. McConnell gave one of those smooth
clichéd-filled presentations, claiming there was
no evidence of fraud on a scale that would have
overturned the election. His main (irrelevant)
point was, the courts found no reason to rule
against Biden’s victory.

The rebuttal was quite sharp, basically accusing
McConnell of acting as a “ceremonial”
performer. And this was only the beginning of
the action today in Congressional session. Who
knows what would have popped up out of the
hopper, as the day wore on and the nation
watched?

Vice-President Pence—castigated by Trumpers
as a betrayer—actually declared he would
preside over an open Joint Session of Congress
and allow full speeches re vote fraud, from
states in which one senator and one
congressional legislator filed objections to
rubber-stamping certification of the election.

But that process was sidetracked by the people
breaking into the Capitol building. Instead, we
now have incessant media coverage portraying
the million protestors in Washington and
Trump as destroyers of the nation and “all the
values we stand for as Americans…”

I’ve read and seen reports of Antifa members
(from Philadelphia and Tempe) being inside the
Capitol building. A close-up photo of one of
the protestor’s wrists shows a hammer and

sickle tattoo. There is a claim that Antifa
members were bused into DC a day before the
rally.

Obviously, if the assault on the Capitol building
was a false flag, all the blame cascading down
on Trumpers paves the way for Biden and his
handlers to carry out even more draconian
measures on the American people, under the
rubric of National Security—piled on top of the
COVID lockdowns.
Ed: and this has come to pass - thousands of
soldiers now guard the Capitol building.

The short attention span of television viewers
shifts further away from the violent Antifa riots
in US cities over the past six months. And
whereas media portrayed Antifa riots as
“largely peaceful disturbances,” we can look
forward to months of pompous posturing about
Wednesday’s events in DC.

Biden will be “the sane president” who restored
peace and order.

Trump resisters who refuse to acknowledge
Biden’s election will be characterized, over and
over, as dangerous lunatics.

For the next 20 years, media will play up
Wednesday, January 6, 2021, as the dark day
America almost broke apart. You can bet a few
dozen production companies are already editing
footage for “stunning, award-winning”
documentaries.

Democrats are feeling a burst of confidence that
Trump’s career as a politician is over—since
he will forever be linked to “The Insurrection
of January 6.”
Ed: the second impeachment trial is evidence of
this determination to cast Trump as the villain.
Impeachment is a US Government mechanism
for removing a public official from office. Private
citizens may not be impeached. Yet, the Democrats
were talking about impeaching Donald Trump
before he became President and again now, after
he has left office. Go figure, as they say in the USA!

In their eyes, this is far better than a physical
assassination.

Extracts from the above article were published
for discussion on our blog on 8 January,
under the heading Biden: The Man Who Stole
America.

The commentary below was published on 6
January, the day of the assault on the USA
Capitol building, entitled Was the assault
on the Capitol building a false flag? By Jon
Rappoport, on his blog.

From The American Spectator…

We have just been through the most corrupt election
in American history. Said the Wall Street Journal in
a measured and judicious editorial, the “resistance”
“was the dirtiest trick in American presidential
history.” I think a threshold has been crossed. Those
who watched this travesty will never again fully trust
the election process as it is practiced in America.

And whom have we elected as president? Joe Biden
a proven plagiarist, a law school cheat, and a
candidate who ran on his spotless character in a race
to the White House in which a business partner to his
son charged the son and the father with grave acts of
corruption... the most corrupt candidate in memory
is ahead.  R. Emmett Tyrrell,  I Won Again! The
American Spectator, 11/11/20.

When asked if every nation on earth,
including the USA, would be overcome
by Communism, Sr Lucia replied:
“Yes”.

American Historian, Professor  William
Thomas Walsh, Interview, 1946.

The Fatima Connection…

Readers who rely on the mainstream British news
outlets may not know that Antifa & Black Lives
Matter  (BLM) are extreme left-wing groups, each
openly committed to political violence. They have
been hostile to President Trump from the outset;
their members have been causing chaos in US
towns and cities throughout the summer of 2020.
The windows in Washington DC were boarded up
in advance of the election, in anticipation of a
Trump victory. When Biden was announced the
winner, there was no violence. Again, go figure!

BLM is also active in the UK. One headline in the
local Evening Telegraph 12/6/20 read: Outrage at
posters in Dundee calling for police, MPs and
white people to be killed. All signed off with
“#BLACKLIVESMATTER / #ANTIFA / #BLM
SCOTLAND / #AVENGE SLAVERY”.  These
groups are not remotely concerned about racism -
they’re anarchists.

Antifa & BLM…

“We have put together, I think, the most
extensive and inclusive voter fraud
organisation in the history of American
politics.” Joe  Biden, 24 October.

To view above video on YouTube visit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MA8a2g6tTp0
&feature=emb_logo

Note: YouTube is heavily censoring anything
which challenges the USA Election, but,
amazingly, at the time of going to press, the
above video is, still available to view.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MA8a2g6tTp0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MA8a2g6tTp0&feature=emb_logo
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Throughout Canada over the past year,
governments have made laws restricting and
forbidding the attendance of Catholics at
Mass and of non-Catholics at their various
worships.

Do they have the right?

Although what I am going to say is certainly a
modern heresy, I will say nonetheless that it
depends whether the religion on which the
government is imposing its law is the true one
or not. If a religion is false – either because the
adherents worship a false god, or because they
worship the true God in a false way – the civil
authority does indeed have the right to control,
limit or even abolish these worships in
accordance with political prudence. When it
comes to the true religion, however – that is,
the one true Church established by the divine
Saviour Himself – the State has no such power
for the simple reason that the goal of the Church
surpasses the goal of the State by the same
measure that Heaven surpasses the Earth.

Let me explain. Both the State and the Church
are perfect societies. A society is where a group
of people co-ordinate to seek a common goal.
Walmart, for instance, is a society; all of
Walmart’s members co-ordinate to seek the
greatest possible profit for its owners. But
Walmart is an artificial society, that is, one
made by man – likewise, Canadian Tire,
Calgary Golf club and the Toronto Maple
Leafs. Now there are three societies that are not
artificial, but are made by God: two are natural
(the family and the state) and one is
supernatural (the Catholic Church, which is the
Body of Christ); two are perfect (the Church
and the State) and one is imperfect (the family).
Note carefully here that perfect means “lacking
nothing to achieve its goal” and that imperfect
does not mean that the family is lacking
something it should have (like you could say
of the Maple Leafs) but rather that the family
was designed by God to be insufficient on its
own because one family needs other families –
the family of families that is the Nation, and the
supernatural family whose father is Our Father,
and whose mother is Mary.

The goal of the State, being temporal (that is,
for this world), is called the common good. And
the common good is peace. Now peace does
not mean the absence of conflict, but rather the
tranquility of order. Order is when everyone is
in his place; this is the work of justice. When
every man gives both to God and his neighbour
their due, we have peace. The goal of the
Church is eternal life, which is the very goal of
man.  Peace helps man to achieve his ultimate
goal.

How do these two work together? As every
Catholic belongs to these two societies, there
must be some sort of co-ordination between the
two. If I were a member of a football club and
of the fire brigade, what should I do?

Church & State: Perfect Societies…
But what if the modern State rejects God?

Father David Sherry

Leave fighting the fire to play football or vice
versa? The fire brigade should not tell me how
to play football, and the football club should
not tell me how to fight fires; but when a fire
breaks out at match time, I should take off my
cleats and pull on my helmet. In a similar way,
the Church should not tell the State how to
make rules for the road, and the State should
not tell the Church whether it can or cannot
have public Mass. And when the State decides
that a deadly pandemic requires everyone to
stay at home, it has to remember that its goal is
temporal (health) and thus subordinate to the
eternal goal. Therefore, it does not have the
authority to forbid Mass or to forbid the faithful
from attending Mass. Furthermore, the right of
the faithful to attend Mass doesn’t come from
the State; it comes from God. How, then, can
the State take it away?

Having said all that, we should not be surprised
that the modern State would put temporal
concerns over the eternal one, nor should we
be perturbed as if this disorder were going to
stop us from working out the only thing that
matters – our eternal salvation.

The modern State refuses to recognise God,
therefore it takes on the role of God Himself.
This denial of God by the State and the pretense
that there are no rights which do not come from
the State has a technical name, it is called
totalitarianism. Totalitarians may be National
Socialists or Red Bolsheviks, or they may be
hard-hearted and sentimental liberals who wish
to save lives by wearing a mask as they hand
out the morning-after pill; but they all have this
in common: they are atheistic (in rebellion
against God), they are materialistic (the soul
doesn’t exist and doesn’t matter – we are just
animals), and they are authoritarian. How could
it be otherwise?   In the Gulag Archipelago,
Solzhenitsyn writes: “Power is a poison well
known for thousands of years. But to the human
being who has faith in some force that holds
dominion over all of us, and who is therefore
conscious of his own limitations, power is not
necessarily fatal. For those, [however], who are
unaware of any higher sphere, it is a deadly
poison, for them there is no antidote.” Just as
the man who denies God and perseveringly
chooses mortal sin is condemned to utter
destruction by making himself his god, so also
the family and the nation who place their
salvation in bodily health, a vaccine, wealth, or
any other false God. We would do well to
meditate often on the whole of the seventy-
second psalm. “For behold they that go far from
thee shall perish.” (Ps. 72, 27).

This apostasy from God explains why the
modern State arrogates for itself the right of life
and death over innocent babies and old people,
why it turns the wine of marriage into water,
and why it recognises no right except those it
grants itself. Dictating to the Church how it may
worship God is simply a consequence of its

false ideology.

But Catholics must not be downhearted in the
slightest. The soul in the state of sanctifying
grace is the darling child of God, to whom
nothing is allowed to happen unless it be for his
good. This is the explicit teaching of Truth
Itself: “And we know that to them that love
God, all things work together unto good.”
(Rom. 8, 28) When a totalitarian power reacting
in a totalitarian way to what is in the pagan
worldview the worst possible danger – death
when we have yet to exhaust the dregs of
material pleasure – decrees that we are not able
to worship God freely – which is the very
purpose of our existence – we are simply
sharing in the cross that so many of our
ancestors have borne throughout all time. It is
Pilate asking, “what is truth?” and then washing
his hands as he condemns God. But God who
allows it is operating his great purpose –
detaching us from this world so as to attach us
to Him.

Fr. David Sherry is a priest of the  Society of
St Pius X (SSPX), and is currently Superior of
the District of Canada.

The Gulag Archipelago: An Experiment in
Literary Investigation (Russian: Архипелаг
ГУЛАГ,  Arkhipelag  GULAG)  is  a  three‑
volume non-fiction text written between
1958 and 1968 by Russian writer and
dissident Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. It was first
published in 1973, and translated into
English, and French, the following year. It
covers life in what is often known as the
Gulag, the Soviet forced labour camp
system, through a narrative constructed
from various sources including reports,
interviews, statements, diaries, legal
documents, and Solzhenitsyn's own
experience as a Gulag prisoner. In Russian,
the term GULAG (ГУЛАГ) is an acronym for
Main  Directorate  of  Camps  (Главное
управление лагерей). (Wikipedia)
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I had intended to start the New Year with a
heart-warming piece entitled, “2021: The Year
of Censorship of Dissent”. It would have been
a somewhat prophetical piece, shocking some
readers with predictions of a coming crack-
down on dissent, and causing others to hoot
with laughter because they haven’t quite
caught up with the times we are in. You know,
the types who say things like “Oh perrrlease!
Social Media companies are private companies
and they have the right to decide who they
allow on their platform” and “Stop making out
it’s the gulag” etc.

Unfortunately, my plans were scuppered by
the fact that media and social media companies
— let’s call them Global Pravda — have come
out of the blocks even earlier than even I
anticipated, and have been censoring left right
and centre. As a result, my intended “prophet-
ical” utterance seems like yesterday’s news.

We’ve had the censoring of Talk Radio on
YouTube. Although this was then restored
after intervention at the highest level, I under-
stand some of the wonderful conversations
between Mike Graham and Peter Hitchens are
still banned. YouTube has also banned videos
from extremely qualified scientists around the
world, including two lengthy interviews given
in English by one of the most qualified micro-
biologists on planet earth, Professor Sucharit
Bhakdi.

We’ve then seen the President of the United
States being banned from Facebook, Instagram
and more recently Twitter. I am no fan of
Donald Trump, but it is clear that he has never
used these platforms to “incite violence” – the
excuse given for his ban – and it is obvious that
there something else going on there. And
we’ve also seen numerous conservatives and
scientists who oppose or question the mass
quarantining of healthy people literally losing
hundreds of Twitter followers in the last few
days. Their followers are simply being deleted
by Jack’s Magical Dissent Removing Algo-
rithm, which has been invoked with a venge-
ance.

Last year really was nuts. It was a year when the
authorities managed to convince people that
even though they have no symptoms of an
illness and feel as right as rain, they need to go
get tested for the illness they don’t have, using
a test that is not fit-for-purpose, such that they
come away telling others that they have the
illness they don’t actually have. Imagine doing
that before 2020:

“Doctor, doctor, I think I have flu.”

“Oh really, what symptoms have you got. A
cough? Achiness?”

“Oh no, I feel perfectly well. No symptoms
whatsoever.”

“Then what makes you think you’ve got the
flu?”

“I just think I might have it. Can I have a test?”

I imagine you’d have been laughed out of the
surgery. Yet not only is this what people have
been doing for over 9 months, but we’ve been
told that people who aren’t ill need to be placed
in quarantine and cover their respiratory pas-
sages with a piece of cloth, lest they spread the
illness they don’t have to others. It’s quite mad,
but we can at least comfort ourselves that it will
be a source of amusement for our descendants.

It makes me quite nostalgic for the past. Well,
2009 anyway. Back then, when certain folks
were trying to ramp up the fear and hysteria
over the H1N1 (Swine Flu) outbreak (one Neil
Ferguson prophesying 65,000 deaths in Brit-
ain), and Mexico announced a shutdown of
much of its society for a time, the then Director
General of the World Health Organisation, Dr.
Margaret Chan, appealed for calm:

“In this regard, let me make a strong plea to
countries to refrain from introducing measures
that are economically and socially disruptive,
yet have no scientific justification and bring no
clear public health benefit. Rational responses
are always best. They are all the more impor-
tant at a time of economic downturn.”

Yet despite 2020 craziness, it doesn’t seem like
it will hold a candle to 2021. If the first week or

so is any barometer, it may be that 2020 was
just the trailer or the warm-up act for the real
thing. We’ve already seen the Chief Medical
Adviser telling people who don’t have an
illness to act as if they do have an illness.

We’ve already seen the rollout of a vaccine,
the study for which is not due to be completed
until 27  January 2023. And we’ve already
seen international organisations telling us that
restrictions are likely to continue for the fore-
seeable future, Salvation by Vaccine notwith-
standing – although those of us who have
followed things carefully knew this anyway.

Yet the real story of 2021 — if anyone is
allowed to tell it — is likely to be mass cen-
sorship. What we are already seeing is, ironi-
cally, an unmasking. If 2020 was the year in
which people put their Masks on, 2021 is
already shaping up to be the year when the
Globalists and Global Pravda really take
theirs off. They are really going for it, blatant-
ly censoring dissent, brazenly de-platforming
alternative views, and shamelessly using tech-
nology to ensure that reasoned, fact-based
challenges to establishment narratives are si-
lenced.

It is ugly, it’s sinister and it’s menacing. And
unless you are someone who longs to live in a
more totalitarian state, you need to get wise to
it now, you need to pray against it now, and
you need to fight against it now. The masks
are coming off and freedom is being crushed.
Choose which side you want to stand on.

Rob Slane lives in the UK with is
wife and 6 children; he blogs at
http://www.theblogmire.com/

Covid-19: The Masks Are Coming Off
Freedom is being crushed - unless you want to live in a totalitarian state, fight back now!

Rob Slane

“…it is clear that [Donald Trump] has never
used these [social media] platforms to “incite
violence” – the excuse given for his ban – and
it is obvious that there something else going
on there.” (Rob Slane, TheBlogMire)

Donald Trump Censored On Social Media…
Political Correspondent

What led to the silencing of Trump on social
media, was his insistence on highlighting the
cheating, the fraud, that went on in the polling
stations across key states during the election
count in November.

The Fake News media refused to investigate,

instead co-operating in the cover-up including
the early announcement that Biden had won,
and not by a couple of votes: according to the
myth, he gained more votes than any previous
president in USA history and that includes
Barack Obama. He achieved this, note, by
conducting his “campaign” from his basement
at home, pledging a return to the failed policies
of the past, performing dismally in the
presidential debates - at one point he told
Trump to “shut up!”

So, since Trump refused to obey and “shut up”

the top people at Facebook and Twitter
did it for him, to stop claims of election
fraud spreading - such as dead people

voting.  Yet, while Trump is permanently
banned from Twitter, the terrorist Ayatollah
of Iran and the Chinese Communist Party are
allowed to tweet.

So, yes, there is definitely “something else
going on there” - I think it’s called
taking off the mask of democracy to
impose totalitarianism.

http://www.theblogmire.com/
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Covid-Church: The New Abnormal?
Media Monitor

Dear Father,

A Protestant gentleman who reads our
newsletter wrote to me earlier today to ask if I
had read your article in The Tablet in which
you expressed the view that lockdown is
showing us a new way forward, without the
sacraments.

You are correct, of course, in that Christ is not
bound by His sacraments but they are His
clearly expressed – that is, divinely revealed -
preferred way, His will for us to spiritually
nourish and save our souls. Only in a genuine
emergency can we legitimately invoke the truth
that Christ is not bound by His
sacraments.  It is not to be used
as an excuse to invent a “new
road” to Christ – that is the
mistake made by Martin Luther.  Our
Protestant correspondent, in briefly outlining
your history, wrote the following to indicate
that you are, indeed, sympathetic to the
Protestant mindset: “…   he was also at
Glasgow University and was there part time
from 1999 to 2003. When drinking with
Protestant students, most of whom where
candidates for the C of S ministry, he would
say that he was very sympathetic to the German
Lutherans.”

I have posted your article on our blog (taken
from your parish website – can’t find it on The
Tablet site which, like their theology, is
anything but simple). Last time I checked, their
readership was over 40% Anglican. Which
makes it anything but Catholic, as well.

Since you don’t offer details on exactly what
form the “new road” will take, but you write,
very poetically, of priests, laity and bishops
“discerning” the route, I’d be interested to learn
of any flesh which you may like to put on the
bones of this new Church.   When all have
finished with their individual discernment, and
all ideas are discussed, who will decide the
final route and how will we be sure of reaching
the correct destination?  You cite, as the model
for this new Church, Pope Francis’
“synodality” but, so far, his synods have
resulted in confusion and chaos, in no small
measure.

I will include your answer to this key question
and any further comment which you may wish
to offer in our newsletter. Kind regards.

Reply follows…

“Matthew ends his story of the
Epiphany with the powerful
image of the Magi taking
seriously the warning they had
received, deciding to return home

by a different road. With our Epiphany
celebrations concluded, we too find ourselves
being warned about the potential calamity we
face in the present health emergency if we do
not change course.”
Ed: where’s the potential calamity?  By the
Government’s own statistics, we remain at the
same point of “danger” as when this virus first
struck:  with almost everyone who becomes
infected, making a full recovery. Talk about
making a drama out of a (manufactured) crisis. See
p.2 for some statistics on deaths in Scotland.

“Like the Magi, the Church has found it
necessary to take a different road to arrive at the
same destination - a deep union with the Father
through Christ, in the spirit.”
Ed: no matter where we find ourselves, we may
seek union with God. That is a given. That’s what
the spiritual life is all about. We can’t live in
churches. So, that’s a non-sequitur.

“...”The closure of churches has in a surprising
way revealed to us new ways of celebrating and
living out our Catholic faith, contributing to the
common good of all.”
Ed: the churches are provided to allow the public
worship of God, not to be an arm of social services
or even somewhere for us to “seek union with God”.

“Thanks to social media we have had
livestreamed Masses and prayer meetings,
online group meetings and family chat rooms.”
Ed: these livestreamed Masses have led many
people, including, obviously, priests, to think that
they are a perfectly good substitute for being
present at the Holy Sacrifice. Of course, if the Mass
is nothing more than a “service” and a “new way
of celebrating our Faith”, I suppose it’s as good a
way as any to “celebrate”.  Just as Zoom exercise
lessons are just as good as a visit to the gym.

“In my own parish I know this has led many to
a deeper experience of God-in-Christ…”
Ed: the great saints and mystics warn against this
kind of self-diagnosis. In fact, the minute we think
we are making progress in the spiritual life, a
warning bell should ring loudly in our heads.  Of
course, the chances are, this is merely wishful
thinking on the part of this priest - sadly, there is
a certain delight in clerical circles at the
unexpected, ongoing reduction in their workload.
The clue that they do not wish this more relaxed
lifestyle to end, is found in the next segment…

“With the Magi, we feel that things can never
be quite the same again, nor should they be; that
an end has happened and we are  on the cusp of
something new…
Ed: see what I mean?

Below, the self-explanatory email,
dated 23/1/21, was sent by the Editor
of Catholic Truth to Father Thomas
Magill (PhD), Parish Priest of St
Athanasius’ Parish in Carluke -
Diocese of Motherwell, in Scotland.

Below, extracts from Fr Magill’s article
on the subject Should Scottish churches
be open under lockdown? It is published
in The Tablet, entitled ‘We must find a
new road’, on 14/1/21; some editorial
comment is included…

“The physical closure of churches last March
in many ways marked the end of a certain way
of being Church.”
Ed: the silly expression “being Church” sprang
out of nowhere (well, probably out of the
ecumenical movement) some years ago - it’s
meaningless. We don’t speak about finding a new
way of “being school” or “being medicine” or
“being law” or “being Scots” or being anything
else, for that matter. It is a silly phrase to promote
modernist propaganda - the false belief that we
are allowed to change the Church.

“The closure was accepted overwhelmingly by
Catholics in Scotland as something painful but
necessary in order to protect the health of
all…It is astonishing that the bishops have now
issued a strongly worded statement criticising
the Scottish government’s directive that places
of public worship be closed again.”
Ed: this particularly shocking part of the article
goes on to defend the Government and denounce
the bishops’ statement. Fr Magill writes: ‘there
is no recognition that attending public worship
potentially puts people, many of whom - often
including the priest saying Mass - are in vulnerable
categories into a high-risk situation… the
legislation is not an anti-religion - it is anti-virus.
It is the secular expression of the Christian
imperative to love one’s neighbour.’
Gimme strength. Does this priest seriously doubt
that this same caring Government would pass
euthanasia legislation in a heartbeat? But this
priest doesn’t give a toss about any of this. He
simply does not believe in the Real Presence of
Christ in the Eucharist - how else to interpret this
next jewel…

“The rationale that the bishops give for their
stance is that there is an essential link between
access to the eucharist (sic) and what they term
“ultimate salvation”. This is simply wrong.
God is not bound by the sacraments [Ed: see
my emailed response to this in column one] …the
bishops [are] anxious to return to to how things
were before the pandemic. Their rush to restore
the “old normal” risks suffocating the new
opportunities that are emerging for Catholics
in their spiritual journey, their experience of
Church, and their Christian living.”
Ed: and a return to the “old normal” means you
might have to do some work again.  When can we
expect online confessions? Of course, that’s an
assumption my my part that your parishioners
commit sins like the rest of us, and that there is
a price to be paid for such in the hereafter.

“[In praise of] the new bonds of solidarity and
communion we are experiencing with each
other, priests and lay men and women… Like
the Magi, if we find the courage and wisdom
not to rush to return home by the same route
we came, we will  more surely feel the pulse
of the Holy Spirit within and among us, be
opened up to divine epiphany and be filled
constantly with worship and adoration of the
Lord.”
Ed: quite the poet, for sure, but not someone who
understands the basic, essential concept of saving
souls. How many priests think like Fr Magill,
though? Possibly, quite a few. For those who
prefer Catholicism-Lite, take comfort in the fact
that the Gospel is “inclusive”; there is a message
from Christ directly addressed to you - take note:
“What you have to do, do quickly.” (John 13:27)
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Obituary
Editor writes…
We were sad to learn of the death of Daphne
McLeod on 3 January, 2021, Feast of the Holy
Name of Jesus, at aged 92.

Daphne was one of the first people to realise
the damage being done to Catholic education,
following Vatican II.  She had been the Head
of an infants’ school and was possessed of a
strong Catholic sense, which, of course, in-
cluded realising the importance of sound
teaching in the Faith from the early years.

After she retired, Daphne worked voluntarily
in her parish, schooling the Confirmation
class.  Once, on a visit to spend  a few days at
her home, I had the pleasure of attending one
of Daphne’s religious instruction lessons after
Sunday Mass.  Knowing that she had been
trained in the days before the insistence on the
importance of “modern methods” of teaching,
I was astonished to see the way in which
Daphne wove every imaginable technique into
that one lesson; as they indulged in some juice
and biscuits, the pupils listened closely to her
suitably short introductory talk, volunteered to
read a parable, dramatized it (working together
as a group), were set to do a related drawing,
discussed the meaning of said parable and
engaged in a lively Question and Answer ses-
sion, so that Daphne could gauge their learn-
ing.   It was a classic A1 performance by any
standards. She’d have flown through an Ofsted
Inspection - no doubt about it!

Daphne was so convinced of the confusion
posed to Catholic families by the modernist
books being used in religion lessons post-Vati-
can II that she set about studying the diocesan
approved textbooks and then alerted bishops,
priests, parents and teachers to the dangerous
content.  To this end, Daphne worked through
an organisation called Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice
(For Church and Pope), in time taking a lead-
ing position (Chairman) within the group.  In
this way, Daphne was able to organise meet-
ings and larger conferences in and around
London, as well as accepting invitations to
address audiences elsewhere – happily includ-
ing a Catholic Truth audience in Glasgow!

At her funeral (the Requiem, traditional Latin
Mass, was live-streamed) the priest pointed out
the significance of the date of her death - the
Feast of the Holy Name of Jesus, the Name
which was at the centre of Daphne’s life.  He
said that Daphne had asked that no eulogy be
delivered - again, a clear sign of her solid
understanding of the Faith.  Eulogies have
traditionally not been permitted at Catholic
funerals, since they detract from the reality in
which the soul may find herself. Much better
to pray for the release of the soul from Purga-
tory if that is necessary, than give the impres-
sion that she is already in Heaven.  The priest
also thanked Daphne’s son, Michael, for tak-
ing care of her in recent years, as her health
declined. It was, in fact, only when age and
health forced her to resign from her work with
Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice, that she stepped
down.

As well as being a first class teacher-model, a true
Catholic educationalist, Daphne was a good per-
sonal friend, as I know myself; when I was fight-
ing modernism in my own neck of the educational
woods, Daphne offered sound advice and proved
to be a kind and faithful friend. Although, on
hearing of her death, it had been several months
since we’d spoken on the phone, and several years
since we’d chatted in person,  I felt a real sense of
loss, as will everyone who knew Daphne, I have
no doubt. May she rest in peace.

Daphne McLeod, Surrey, England
May she rest in peace.

Death of Archbishop
Philip Tartaglia…

From the website of the
Catholic Parliamentary Office…

Following the death of Archbishop Philip
Tartaglia, the President of the Bishops’ Conference
of Scotland, Bishop Hugh Gilbert has issued the
following statement:

“It is with the deepest sadness that we have learned
today, on the Feast of St. Kentigern (Mungo) [13
January, 2021], of the death of our brother bishop
and friend Philip Tartaglia. His loss to his family,
his clergy and the people of the Archdiocese of
Glasgow will be immeasurable but for the entire
Church in Scotland this is a day of immense loss
and sadness.

He was a gentle, caring and warm-hearted pastor
who combined compassion with a piercing
intellect. His contribution to the work of the
Bishops’ Conference of Scotland over the past
sixteen years was significant and we will miss his
wisdom, wit and robust Catholic spirit very much.

On behalf of the Bishops of Scotland, we
commend his soul into the hands of God and pray
that he may enjoy eternal rest.” Ends.

Editor writes…

Over the years, sadly, we have had cause to
express our criticisms of the Bishops of
Scotland generally, and in particular, even
as recently as our previous (January)
newsletter, we have commented on the state
of the diocesan church in Glasgow, during
Archbishop Tartaglia’s tenure. It is pointless
- and inappropriate, at this time - to repeats
those concerns here. Suffice to encourage
our readers to pray for the repose of the soul
of Archbishop Philip Tartaglia - taken to his
judgment on the Feast of the Patron Saint of
the city of Glasgow, for which he had
spiritual, religious and moral responsibility.
May he rest in peace.

We urge prayers, too, for a zealous priest to
replace him, zealous, that is, in the
promotion of the traditional Catholic Faith.

Pray, also, for the soul of Bishop Logan,
(Retired): may he rest in peace.

Following the death today (14 January
2021) of Bishop Emeritus Vincent Logan,
the President of the Bishops’ Conference of
Scotland, Bishop Hugh Gilbert has issued
the following statement:

“It is with a heavy heart that we mourn the
loss of Vincent Logan, the retired bishop of
Dunkeld. The bishops of Scotland offer our
deep condolences and the promise of our
prayers to Bishop Stephen Robson and all
the clergy and people of the Diocese of
Dunkeld as they remember Bishop Vincent.

Coming only a day after the death in
Glasgow of Archbishop Philip Tartaglia
marks this week as one of loss and mourning
for the Catholic church in Scotland.

Bishop Vincent Logan was dedicated and
energetic. His episcopal ordination in 1981
at the age of 39 made him one of the
youngest bishops in the world and gave him
an energy and zeal in all he did. His
commitment to Catholic Education was well
known and his robust defence of it will be
long remembered.

On behalf of the Bishops of Scotland, we
commend his soul into the hands of God and
pray that he may enjoy eternal rest.” Ends.

Death of Bishop
Vincent Logan

(Retired)…
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Following our 100th edition, the UK & Irish Bishops plus the Pope and Prefects of every Vatican Congregation were removed from our mailing list, so
they no longer routinely receive this publication. No Pope, Bishop,  or Vatican Prefect has ever contacted us to correct anything, despite our standing
invitation to do so over a period of years now, in accordance  with their duty under Canon Law # 823.  Readers may, therefore, be confident that our
publication contains nothing that is contrary to Catholic Faith or Morals.

N O T I C E S
Sincere gratitude to everyone
who donated to our funds
following the January edition.
We are, as ever, deeply
impressed and touched by your
generosity.

And, as always, a special word of
gratitude  to our Standing Order /
PayPal donors  because these regular
donations very much help us with our
planning.  Thank you.

For whosoever shall give you to
drink a cup of water in My name,
because you belong to Christ:
amen I say to you, he shall not
lose his reward.  (Mark 9:40)

Your Letters

Write to…
Catholic Truth,
PO Box 30017

Glasgow,
G67 9FS

Email
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

Please make cheques payable to
‘Catholic Truth’.

If you read the Tablet, you will see there is a
priest agreeing with Lockdown. Dr Tom Magill
from Carluke. This guy taught at Chesters. He
was vice rector of the Scots College Rome in
1998. He was also at Glasgow University and
was there part time from 1999 to 2003. When
drinking with Protestant students, most of
whom where candidates for the C of S ministry,
he would say that he was very sympathetic to
the German Lutherans. This guy was the most
Liberal Priest most had spent time with.
A Protestant Reader, Glasgow.
Ed: I make a point of not reading The Tablet, an
anti-Catholic rag, so thank you for that alert. See our
report, with commentary, on page 6.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Some readers who did not respond to our
legal requirement for written permission to
continue sending the newsletter, are now
asking to be reinstated on the print copy list.
The newsletter is available to read in full,
online, so please understand that, with regret,
we are unable to add new names to our print
copy list or re-instate those who were
removed; we would appreciate, therefore, if
readers did not put us in the position of
having to refuse. Thank you.

Herewith two masterpieces, one of which
should encourage the troops. Finance has
improved hence renewal of bribery.
Jim Allen, Torquay, England
Ed: thank you for your two “masterpieces”,  both
published in this edition.  However, they are not
published because of - but rather in spite of - “the
bribe”.
As I hope you know from past experience, we don’t
DO bribery!  So, please do not stretch your finances
on our account, er, so to speak! Your more than
generous donation is very much appreciated, of
course, but, seriously, we are keen to publish
contributions from our readers - no need for
“bribes”!
In any event, it bears repeating that pride of place
will always be given to those correspondents who
either comment on the content of our reports or on
the state of the Church more broadly.
Despite the lockdown, when people presumably
have more time on their hands, we are receiving
fewer letters, so your beautiful, spiritual epistle, most
appropriate in the context of the lockdown times in
which we are living,  is given pride of place in this
edition - see Feature Letter, column 2…

Feature Letter
Jim Allen

Torquay, England

Don’t Waste Your Suffering…

A stroke six years ago has left me disabled and
confined to a wheelchair. Cause for despair? Not
at all.

Tending to a monastic life-style rather than a
parochial one, I have evolved a prayer schedule
which turns the disadvantage of a near total
solitary confinement into conditions highly
suitable for contemplative prayer.

Previous to this “act of God” I had been living
in a beautiful place with many enjoyable
distractions available. This had to stop!

Confined to a room with almost continuous
solitary confinement, it was God or nothing but,
“All things work to good for those who love God”
(Romans 8:28).

Iquickly understood that God wanted all my time
so, based on the rosary, I devised an appropriate
liturgy; conventional piety was not enough.

Lay self-directed contemplatives are anathema
to the classic spiritual writers and they point to
the very real dangers involved. But, these days,
obedience to a good spiritual guide is hard to
come by, so it is necessary to be a “do-it-
yourself” hermit, and act according to your own
conscience.

To paraphrase Shakespeare:

Some are born solitary,
Some achieve solitude,
Some have solitude thrust upon them.

Many are in this last category, particularly the
old. What to do about it?

Give your loneliness to Jesus who is Himself
always lonely, spurned and neglected. To share
in this suffering, or any other of His afflictions
is to help Him carry the cross and you cannot
render Our Lord any greater service than that, or
gain greater merit in Heaven. A saint once said:
“A day without suffering is a day wasted”. I
would hasten to add that in no way am I in this
league of sanctity.  Here, for what it is worth, is
my daily “office”:

0700 -  say the Creed, the first two decades of
the rosary plus some favourite set prayers.

10.30 - the middle joyful [mysteries of rosary]

12.00 - the Angelus and last two joyful…

1500 - sorrowful decades spaced singly through
the afternoon.

1900 - glorious decades spaced similarly, in the
evening. I attempt an hour of mental prayer at
any time during the day.

This has become my daily bread. So, make up
your own scheme and, once decided, stick to it,

whatever you feel like. Prayer in dryness of
spirit pleases God more than when you feel
fervent.  Lastly, some strengthening scriptures:

Pray without ceasing (1 Thess. 5:11)
Our conversation is in Heaven (Phil.3:20)
Work out your own salvation with fear
and trembling (Phil. 2:12)

St Paul addresses the above commands to all
Christians, not just Religious.

I hope that these ideas may suggest productive
ways to use loneliness.

If only Trump had done what he was urged to
do by one of his military advisers…How
different our feelings might have been!  But
maybe Heaven will show its hand now?
Peter McEnerny, Glasgow
Ed: Well, Martial Law certainly looked like a good
idea the time! Thank you for enclosing a copy of the
letter you submitted to the Manchester Guardian -
after a brief search online, it doesn’t seem to have
been published there, but it’s published below, for
the record…

The Editor,
Manchester Guardian…    21/1/21

Re: US Presidential Election

Sir,

According to today’s headlines ‘democracy has
prevailed’.  That is not he view of the former
Vatican nuncio to Washington, Archbishop
Viganò, in whose eyes the result was obtained
through “the most colossal electoral fraud in
history”, proof of which may emerge even
before  Biden has been certified as unfit and
replaced by Lady Gaga from Timbuctoo. Yours
faithfully, Peter McEnerny.
Ed: Oh to have been that lucky fly on the wall!

mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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Dark Days For Catholics
But God will “sort out the mess”…

Jim Allen
Guest Columnist

These are dark days for all those Catholics who
can discern what is going on in the Church.
Little by little, the enemies of truth increase
their grip both within and outside the Church,
until it is impossible for us to imagine how God
can possibly sort out such a mess - but He can,
and He will.

Here is an Old Testament story that applies
equally to our situation today.  In 4 Kings
6:15-18, the servant of the prophet Eliseus goes
out in the early morning and finds that they are
surrounded by a great army. His panic is
calmed by the prophet who says: “Fear not,
for there are more with us than with them.”

The prophet then prayed that God would open
the eyes of his servant who then saw that
Eliseus was surrounded by supernatural
chariots of fire.  Interestingly, the Lord did not
strike the enemy with this superior force, but
with blindness, just like He has blinded today’s
modernists. They have lost the Faith and so can
no longer see it; they are, in Sr Lucia’s words,
“disorientated”.

We must not despair at the sight of these
anti-Christian forces; they are essentially weak
and show, in spiritual terms, where the real
power lies. Their vision is confined within the
prison of their self-centredness. They are rather
to be pitied. How pathetic they will appear at
the last judgment!

Let us firmly believe that there are, all around,
but as yet on the horizon, hosts of powerful
angels who, when God gives the command, will
easily brush aside all those dreary heretical
voices as light banishes darkness.

Things will probably get darker before this
happy event, so let us take very seriously those
warnings in Revelation that only those who
persevere to the end will be saved. And what an
unspeakable reward awaits those souls!  Sadly,
these will be few, but I certainly intend, by the
grace of God, to be among that number.

For Christians living under Roman persecution,
it must have seemed even more impossible than
today for the Church to rise to the glory of
mediaeval Christendom; but then the problem
was simple - offer incense to the emperor, or
else!

Now, in an atmosphere of blurred theology,
things are not so clear cut. We have many
bishops who, instead of laying down strict, exact
Church teaching, descend to jovial diplomacy
which Mother Angelica* said “stinks”.

We have, therefore, an enormous responsibility
to keep the true Faith alive and well.

* Mother Angelica RIP was the Poor Clare nun who
founded Eternal Word Television Network (EWTN)

“Tell My Ministers…”
From Fatima Seer’s Letters & Memoirs, (1930-1942)

Mark Fellows
Below, extracts from Sr Lucia’s letter to
Bishop da Silva, in the Spring of 1930…

“My confessor orders me to inform Your
Excellency of what took place a little while ago
between the Good Lord and myself… His
Divine Majesty said to me…

‘Make it known to My ministers that given they
follow the example of the King of France in
delaying the execution of My request, they will
follow him into misfortune. It will never be too
late to have recourse to Jesus and Mary.’
(Lucia included a slightly different part of the
message of this paragraph, a few years later:
‘They did not want to heed My request. Like the
King of France they will repent and do so, but
it will be late. Russia will already have spread
her errors throughout the world, causing wards
and persecutions of the Church. The Holy
Father will have much to suffer!’)

The references to the King of France concern
the requests made to Louis XIV to consecrate
France to the Sacred Heart in the seventeenth

century. This was not done, and the French
Revolution was the result one hundred years
later.  “My ministers” is probably a reference
to Pope Pius XI and his advisors, and perhaps
to subsequent popes as well…

Sister Lucia made a perpetual profession of her
religious vows in Tuy on October 3, 1934,the
feast of St Thérèse of the Child Jesus… Maria
Rosa dos Santos made the trip to Tuy to see

Our Lady of Fatima, pray for us!
Fatima apparitions:  May - October, 1917;
plus the apparition at Tuy: June 13, 1929…

At Tuy, a town in Spain, Our Lady told Sr Lucia (1929) that the moment had
come for her to make known Our Lady’s request for

the Consecration of Russia, the promise to convert Russia
and the period of world peace to follow. Successive popes have failed to obey

this request from God via Our Lady, and we are now suffering the
consequences - with much worse to come.  Our Lady said that the

Consecration would be done, but it would be late…

Lucia. Daughter said to mother:

“You said that you would let me go in order
to see whether, once I had gone away, the
whole (Fatima) story would come to an end.
It is thirteen years now since I left and I have
never been back. So has it all come to an end?”

“Not a bit of it! It just gets worse and worse!”

“So you see, I’m not there now to deceive
people: it’s God and Our Lady who are there!”

Maria Rosa answered: “If I could be quite sure
that it was Our Lady who appeared to you, then
I would be only too glad to to give her the
Cova da Iria and everything else that I have.
But I’m not sure!”

The two hugged each other and said goodbye,
not knowing it was the last time they would
see each other.

Maria Rosa had witnessed the Miracle of the
Sun. Later, she was asked if she now believed
that Our Lady has visited the Cova da Iria:

“I’m not quite sure,” she answered. “That it
should be Our Lady is something so great that
we are not worthy of it… I am still asking
myself if this can be true. And I don’t know.”

Mark Fellows continues…

Humanly speaking it is understandable that
Maria Rosa was conflicted, for the apparitions
seemed to generate familial conflict and
financial  hardship, which hardly seemed
blessings from Heaven.

On the death of Sr Lucia’s father, who drank
a little too much and lapsed from regular
attendance at Mass for a time, Mark Fellows
quotes the seer…

“I feel entirely at peace, with respect to the
eternal salvation of my father… As I write this,
I am recalling the story of King David, who -
in spite of having been such a great sinner -
was chosen by God to have among his
descendants, St Joseph, Our Lady, and Jesus
Christ, Son of David - Hosanna to the Son of
David! - The One Who said He had come to
save sinners, because it is not the healthy who
need the doctor but, indeed, it is the sick.”

Mark Fellows: Sister Lucia, Apostle of Mary’s
Immaculate Heart, p.94, p.96; p.124-126.
Available to purchase from The Fatima
Center, Canada/USA.



Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March
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St John Ogilvie SJ
And various types of martyrdom…

Background…

John Ogilvie was the eldest son of Walter
Ogilvie, a respected Calvinist who owned the
estate of Drumnakeith in Banffshire.  At the
age of twelve he was sent to Europe to be
educated; he attended a number of Benedictine
establishments  and eventually, he decided to
become a Catholic.

The first part of the 17th century was a
turbulent and dangerous time to be a Catholic
priest in Scotland because after 1560 (Scottish
Reformation), Catholicism was outlawed.
Ogilvie returned to Scotland, arriving in
Glasgow disguised as a horse trader. He
offered Masses in secret, but was soon - within
the year - betrayed to the authorities. He was
tortured, and paraded through the streets of
Glasgow before being hanged for treason at
Glasgow Cross. As he mounted the scaffold,
an old woman spat on him and shouted, “A
curse be on your popish face, Ogilvie!” to
which he responded, “And a blessing be upon
your bonny face, Madam!”  St John’s place of
burial is unknown, but his remains are thought
to lie in a pauper’s grave somewhere near the
place of execution.  Ogilvie's last words were
"If there be here any hidden Catholics, let them
pray for me but the prayers of heretics I will
not have." He then threw his rosary into the
crowd.

John Fagan’s Miracle Cure…

The parish of Blessed John Ogilvie in
Easterhouse, Glasgow, was home to John
Fagan, a worker at the Glasgow docks.   In
1967, Fagan developed a large tumour in his
stomach and the entire parish prayed to
Blessed John for a miracle. The parish priest,
Father Thomas Reilly, pinned a medal of
Blessed John to Fagan’s pyjamas.   Their
prayers were indeed answered.  His wife kept
vigil at his bedside and he had slipped into a
coma.  The family doctor visited late at night
and told Mary she had to prepare herself, as he
expected her husband to die during the night
and that he would return in the morning to sign
the death certificate.

In the early hours of the morning John spoke
to Mary, who was shocked when he told her
he was hungry and asked for something to
eat. He had not eaten for months. She made
him an egg and toast which he ate.   In the
morning, the doctor returned and was so
amazed to see John sitting up in bed talking
that he collapsed into a chair.   The news of
these strange events spread all over Glasgow
and beyond.  Medical examinations did indeed
prove that there was no longer any sign of the
tumour.

The Vatican was informed and the process of
investigation began.  Father Reilly was named

as the Vice Postulator of the cause and all
necessary papers were sent to Rome.

The Canonisation…

Eventually, the miracle was declared and nine
years later, on 17 October 1976 Pope Paul VI
canonised John Ogilvie.

John Fagan had been in the army in Rome in
1944 when the city was liberated from the
Nazis.   He found himself on the steps of St
Peter’s Basilica, looking at the magnificence of
the Vatican.   Little did he realise that three
decades later he would return there to play a
major role in the making of a saint.

John Ogilvie died for witnessing to his Catholic
beliefs in a world hostile to the authentic
teaching of Christ and His Church. His public
martyrdom made a deep impression on many
who witnessed his execution.  The blood of the
martyrs is so often the seed of the blossoming
Church.

Sadly, however, this “blossoming” has not been
the case in Scotland, where the martyr’s death
is repeatedly downplayed by the Scottish
hierarchy in the cause of fake ecumenism. The
last time we checked, for example, the tourist
bus informed visitors to the city that Glasgow
Cross is famed for the way gossipy women used
to be placed in the stocks and pelted with rotten
tomatoes. There is no mention of Scotland’s
only post-Reformation martyr, canonised as
recently as 1976, who was executed on that
very spot. The application of so-called
“Tolerance and Diversity” has a way to go yet,
in Scotland.

John and Mary Fagan in the Vatican
at the canonisation of John Ogilvie SJ,
on 17 October, 1976, by Pope Paul VI.

There are various martyrdoms taking place
today *
When we think of martyrdom, we usually think
of bloody or “red” martyrdom.  However, great
Doctors of the Church write of other kinds of
martyrdom.  Also, today, the Church has a path
to beatification and canonization for those who
endure some short of bloody, red
martyrdom, oblatio vitae.

For example,  St. Maximilian Kolbe, beatified
by Paul VI as a confessor was canonized by
John Paul II as a martyr.   He is one of those

cases that falls between being a “Confessor”
who lived a heroic life of virtue, and being a
martyr.  He wasn’t really killed because he
was a priest. He was killed because he took
another man’s place.  Therefore, as a result of
his choice, he died down the line.  Another
case could be St. Gianna Beretta Molla, who
died because of her decision not to abort her
child. Some people who don’t necessarily live
a life of heroic virtue, but who are virtuous
and devout habitually might, by their offering
of life, have a path to beatification.  Fr. Vin-
cent Capodanno, the heroic Navy Chaplain
killed in Vietnam while trying to give last
rites to a wounded Marine.  Yut! He wasn’t
killed for hatred of the Faith, so he wasn’t a
martyr. It would not be necessary to demon-
strate all the virtues lived in a heroic way.
“Heroic” here has nothing to do with his her-
oism in the fire fight during which he was
killed. He made a choice, and was killed be-
cause of it. So, we have the ancient teaching
about “red” or bloody martyrdom for the sake
of charity, whereby the martyr dies giving
witness in the face of hatred for the Faith.

There is also a long tradition of identifying
“white” martyrdom, coined by St. Jerome,
whereby a person gives witness through an
ascetic life, withdrawal from the world, pil-
grimages involving great sacrifice, or who
suffers greatly for the Faith but who does not
die in bearing witness. There is also a “blue”
(or “green”) martyrdom, involving great pen-
ance and mortifications without necessarily
the sort of withdrawal from life that a hermit
or a cenobite might live.  Gregory the Great in
his Dialogues, writes of different kinds of
martyrdom, bloody, public martyrdom in time
of persecution and secret martyrdom, not in
time of persecution. He wrote that secret mar-
tyrs are no less worthy of honor, because they
also endured sufferings and the attacks of
hidden enemies, but they persevered in chari-
ty.

The Church recognizes the lives of figures
who are worthy of being proposed as exam-
ples to others.  Different times in the life of the
Church bring different and new examples of
how to live the Christian life. People don’t
change but the world around us does. How a
Christian reacts to the world has some stable
principles but life has to be lived here and
now, not as it was in the past or how we would
prefer it to be. Work for a better world, yes,
but we cannot compromise on the Faith.
Hence, the world will find new ways to make
us into witnesses… martyrs. And the most
painful martyrdom will [come] from fellow
Catholics.

* Extract from The Popes’ guts, martyrdom
and YOU, published on  Fr Z’s blog, 22/1/21
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Faith &
Morality
Matters

Your Problems Answered
Aunt Evangeline

The Catholic Church Has Changed
Since Vatican II - Concerns…

Extracts from the writings of Robert McGlame RIP

Robert (Bobby) McGlame RIP was a
Scots reader who is counted among those
few who were very quick to recognise the
crisis in the Church in the UK.  Knowing
that he had been diagnosed with Dementia
towards the end of his life, Bobby passed
an envelope to Catholic Truth which
contained his various letters to the clergy,
Catholic press as well as the broadcasting
media, in which he corrected false
teaching.
Below, we publish his letter dated
31/3/84, addressed to Rev Father Noel
Woods, a priest serving in his parish of St
Catherine Laboure, Balornock, Glasgow.
Following a conversation, during which
Bobby had expressed concerns about the
state of the post-Vatican II Church, he
wrote…

Robert McGlame
7 July, 1921-15 June, 2015

Robert (Bobby) McGlame was an active
member of the Legion of Mary over a
number of years in two different
parishes in Glasgow - St Teresa’s,
Possilpark (where he also organised
retreats for men)  and St Catherine
Laboure, Balornock.

Employed as a gas engineer, Bobby
was married to Esther for 57 years; they
had five children, three sons and two
daughters.

Wendy from Wales tell us that a friend dislikes
Catholic Truth because she thinks the reports
about priests are uncharitable and it’s not up to
lay people to judge like that, quoting Our
Lord’s words “Judge not, lest ye be judged
yourself.” Wendy wonders how to respond.

Aunt Evangeline replies…

It is always wise, and kind, to “turn a blind eye”
to the  shortcomings of priests, as it
is always charitable to tolerate and
try to ignore the obvious personal
failings of anyone else.

However, it’s not a sin to
highlight a “professional fault”
so to speak; we would not
consider it a sin to warn others
against trusting a medical doctor whom we’d
found to be incompetent, so it is not sinful to
seek to highlight unprofessional behaviour of
various types in the clergy. In fact, it was
because of wrong-thinking on this issue that the
scandal of clergy child abuse was suppressed
for so long, with victims afraid that they would
not be believed due to the failure of Catholics
to distinguish between reverence for the
priesthood and due respect for the person of the
priest. A crucial distinction. We respect the
work of those who care for our health and
education and those who seek justice for us
when necessary: medicine, education and law
are professions which, like the priesthood, we
fully respect. However, that does not mean that
the doctors, teachers and lawyers are above
criticism if their words and actions fall below
an acceptable standard. The same is true of the
clergy, whose responsibility (for souls) is much
greater than the merely temporal responsibility
of the other professionals.

When Our Lord said “Judge not lest ye be
judged yourself” He did not mean that we are
to pretend that there is no such thing as bad
behaviour. Taken in context [Matt 7:1-5], means
that we are not to be hypocrites; we must not
apply a higher standard of judgment to others
than we apply to ourselves; nor may we make
a “final” judgment, consign a soul to Hell, since
we cannot possibly know the inner workings of
any soul. In short, we are permitted, and
sometimes obligated, to judge a person’s words
and actions, including priests; Catholic Truth
reports are limited to fulfilling that obligation.

Your friend should know that great saints give
the lie to the notion that lay people should not
criticise the ordained. Catherine Benincasa, a
lay woman, Third Order Dominican, wrote to
Pope Gregory XI, urging him to resign because
he negligently failed to use his papal authority,
notably failing to rid the Church of bad priests.
We know her today as St Catherine of Siena,
Doctor of the Church. (For more on this subject,
see What Is “Clericalism”? p. 14).

Dear Rev. Father,

I was thinking [about] the conversation we had
in the chapel house on Tuesday 27/3/84.

I cannot help, as a Catholic, being concerned,
and showing a little anxiety through what has
happened to the Church since Vatican II.

(1) The Tabernacle separate from the altar.

(2) Some beautiful altars have been pulled out
and destroyed.

(3) The altar now mostly referred to as a table.

(4) Sacrifice rarely mentioned, mostly referred
to as a meal.

(5) Priest now called a President.

(6) The simple vestments worn by the priest at
Mass, normally was a reminder of the Feast day
but is no longer important and vestments now
worn give the impression of a fashion parade.

(7) Priest facing the people during Mass instead
of a crucifix. No crucifix on the table.

(8) Latin was completely removed from the
Mass, and Vatican II states Latin was to be
retained in the Mass.

(9) Communion in the hand, plus distribution of
Holy Communion by a lay person.

(10) Children are being taught not to kneel when
receiving Holy Communion. The stance the
priest takes during distribution of Holy
Communion makes the situation awkward, and
creates embarrassment for an adult, if he or she
[is] prepared to kneel in reverence when
receiving the  Blessed Sacrament.

(11) Children at school are not issued with or
taught the catechism.

These are only a few things I feel perturbed
about, and Vatican II has been blamed for a
number of them.

Anyway, Father, I cannot understand the
reason for demanding children to stand, also
putting an adult in the position where he,
practically, has to stand. Surely kneeling to
receive Holy Communion is giving more
reverence than standing.

Yours sincerely in Jesus Christ…

Robert McGlame.

Note:  the above letter marks the end of the
correspondence which Bobby kindly
entrusted to Catholic Truth for publication.
Gratitude to Bobby’s daughter, Norah, who
doubles as our Miss McMoneypenny, for
her permission to publish, in accord with
her father’s self-evident intention. May he
rest in peace.

Continued in column 3…

The nature of the
Catholic faith is such
that nothing can be
added to it, nothing
taken away. Either it is
held in its entirety or it
is rejected totally.
This is the Catholic
faith which, unless a
man believes faithfully
and firmly, he cannot
be saved.

Pope Benedict XV
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Irish Priest Calls For
Boycott of RTE

blasphemous clip “an attack on the Mystery of the Incarnation”

Homily - Fr Seán Mulligan

When Irish
Eyes Are

NOT
Smiling

Leprechaun
From The Irish Post, 4 February, 2021…

TAOISEACH Micheál Martin has
defended his proposed trip to Washington
D.C to meet Joe Biden…

He said that while no official decision had
been made on whether to proceed with it or
not, the St Patrick's Day visit was more than
just a trip to meet the President, but was also
a way of consolidating Ireland's strong
relationship with the US.

…Martin hit back at claims that he'd adopted
one rule for the public and another for himself
in relation to international travel: "I haven't
been travelling at all, but look I happen to be
Taoiseach of the country and anything I do
in a travel context is for the country, not for
me.” [Ed: a real hero! You’re welcome to visit
Glasgow, anytime!]

"This isn't about next March. I'm determined
that Ireland will forge a very good
relationship with president Biden…
Obviously it's a very close relationship
between the US and Ireland, it's a very
important one - economically, socially and
culturally.”

Most world leaders would 'give their right
arm' to visit White House on St Patrick's Day,
Taoiseach claims…
Ed: Christ told us to cut off any limb, any part of
our body, rather than  use it to commit sin.  He was
not, of course, speaking literally, but exaggerating
to teach the gravity of sin. So, in fact, Taoiseach,
any and all world leaders would be well advised to
heed that Gospel warning and avoid visiting the
White House. Like the… er… plague, because…

Joe Biden is committed to supporting the murder
of babies in the womb up to and including birth.
Infanticide.  All the while he announces to the
world, at every opportunity, that he is a “devout
Catholic”. Do you really want to sacrifice your right
arm just to make the acquaintance of someone who
is committed to such barbarity?

Of course, Pope Francis was among the first to
telephone Biden to congratulate him on his
[dubious] victory, and the list of topics discussed
did not include the murder of the unborn and
infants… don’t worry, though, climate change was
on the list. It’s no wonder that people like you,
Taoiseach, fail to understand the significance of
your right arm, so to speak…

Initially, too, when I paid a visit to The Irish Post
to check out the above report, I spotted another
headline: When the Biden honeymoon period is
over will there be a clash with Ireland over taxes?

Laugh? I thought I’d never start.

I had planned to preach today on that beautiful
Gospel passage from the Prologue to St John’s
Gospel, and on the great Mystery of the
Incarnation – but to be honest the most recent
disgraceful antics of RTE has angered me, as
I’m sure it has many of you.

I don’t think I need to recap the content of the
offensive clip which was broadcast on RTE on
New Year’s Eve – I think you’re all aware of
it at this stage – a clip which every Catholic and
every Christian should find deeply offensive
and blasphemous – and which is a clear and
direct attack on the great Mystery of the
Incarnation which we are celebrating during
this Christmas Season – and to mock and deride
this Mystery is to sin against the Holy Spirit,
because it’s through the power of the Holy
Spirit that God becomes Man in the womb of
the Blessed Virgin Mary - and Jesus says:

“every one who speaks a word against the Son
of man will be forgiven; but he who blasphemes
against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven.”
(Lk 12:10)

At this stage RTE don’t even hide their
contempt for the Catholic Church – they’ve
come out into the open to reveal their true
colours.

The pathetic response to Archbishop Martin’s
call for an apology to be issued to all Christians,
and for the offensive clip to be removed - was
met by an acknowledgement that “elements of
the sketch” may have caused offence to a
number of viewers – and they go on to say, that
“matters which can cause offence naturally
differ from person to person,” and so they wish
to apologise to those who were offended by the
segment, but the clip will not be removed from
the RTE player as requested, but instead a
warning has been attached to the footage saying
“viewer discretion is advised,” – that’s it
– that’s the full extent of their response.

If that was meant as an apology, then they
needn’t have bothered – we’re not idiots, we
know when an apology is sincere - and when
it’s not – RTE knew exactly what they were
doing when they aired that clip – it was a
calculated insult to every person of faith and
good will in this country, and to Christians
throughout the world.
If that clip had of been a skit at the black lives
matter movement or at the LGBT community,
every person connected with that show,
would’ve been forced to resign first thing on
Friday morning – but all we get as Catholics is
that “offence differs from person to person.” –
NOT GOOD ENOUGH!

And let’s be honest – this attack on the Catholic
Faith is a cowardly act, because we all know that
there are other faiths that RTE wouldn’t dare
mock or insult on air – they’re a disgrace and an
embarrassment to true and genuine television
broadcasting - as they’ve shown time and again
by their aggressively biased and anti-Christian
agenda - as we witnessed during the recent
Referendums in our country.

But we shouldn’t be surprised at RTE - we know
they have a history of this kind of thing – there
is no level they won’t sink to - as the Harte
family are only too aware – and their response
was simple: they no longer look at RTE, they
don’t listen to RTE, and they don’t speak to RTE
– they don’t acknowledge or support RTE in any
way.

And as I stated here on Friday evening, every
devout Catholic should at this stage be
boycotting RTE and refusing to renew your TV
licence – we deserve better from a national
broadcaster.

If the best they can provide for entertainment is
to attack the Divinity of God and the sanctity
and purity of His Holy Mother, Mary - then we
can do better elsewhere – and if they can’t report
the news honestly and objectively - then we can
find the Truth elsewhere on sources like Gript
and Sky News Australia.

This disgraceful attack on Almighty God is not
new – Christ was mocked and ridiculed during
His Passion – by the very ones He had come to
save.

And so we have to ask ourselves, where do we
stand? With the crowds who mock and ridicule
Christ –– or do we stand by the foot of the Cross,
with St John, St Mary Magdalene, and with Our
Blessed Mother, Mary.

One day we will all stand before God in
judgement, - including those who mock and
deride God and His Holy Church – no one will
escape that day of judgement.

And on that day it will be our Holy Mother,
Mary, who we’ll turn-to - imploring her to
intercede for us with her Son ––– one of Mary’s
titles is Gate of Heaven – and so one day Mary
will stand between us and Heaven.

And so we pray that all those who mock and
deride God and His Holy Mother, will see the
error of their ways and return to God, before it’s
too late.
Ed: I emailed to thank Fr Mulligan for his courage
in speaking out. He was ordained in 2018, so it is
heartening to know that there is at least one young
priest around who is not afraid to challenge media
blasphemies. Deo gratias!

RTÉ is the national TV station in Ireland.
headlined in the Irish Times, 2/1/21: RTÉ
apologises for ‘blasphemous’ sketch after 1,100
complaints…Broadcaster acknowledges offence
caused by satirical clip accusing God of rape.
Below, one priest rightly calls on Catholics to
boycott RTÉ.

Fr Seán Mulligan is a priest of the Diocese of
Clogher in the Irish Republic.  His homily is
published in the Carrickmorris News and is also
available to view on video at
https://brandnewtube.com/@FrSean7

https://brandnewtube.com/@FrSean7
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From the Blog…
Westminster Fly on
What’s Wrong With The World?
Climate Change? Nope… I am! -
GK Chesterton

Fatima is in a class of its own. Fr
Gruner RIP, while distinguishing
it from that which has been
defined as Public Revelation,
termed it ‘Public Prophetic
Revelation’ – i.e. in a class of its

own above ordinary Private Revelation. Similar,
I think, to the same way that the worship due to
God alone is known as ‘latria’, the veneration
due to the saints is known as ‘dulia’, but the
Mother of God has Her own special category
known as ‘hyperdulia’. Also, Pope John Paul II
publicly declared at Fatima in 1982 that the
message of Fatima “imposes an obligation on the
Church”. What Pope in history has ever said that
a Private Revelation ‘imposes an obligation’?
Our Lady said at Fatima, speaking of Herself:
“ONLY She can help you now”. In other words,
God has entrusted the future peace of the world
to Our Lady and Her Fatima message, and no
other way is going to get us out of this jam.

What The Papers Say
The Northern Scot, 22/01/21 - Banff priest
delivers sermon in Scottish Parliament.

Father Piotr Rytel, who leads Our Lady of
Mount Carmel Catholic Church on Sandyhill
Road, delivered a sermon at the Scottish
Parliament's weekly "Time for Reflection" on
Tuesday, January 19.

He reminded MSPs of Galatians chapter 3
verse 28, where St Paul wrote: 'There is
neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave
nor free, there is neither male nor female;
for you are all one in Christ Jesus'."

Father Piotr added: "In the light of those
words, there are no natives and foreigners.
Everyone who wants to live and grow in this
country is equal.
Ed: this is a complete misinterpretation of
Scripture. St Paul is not teaching that we all
have the right to claim the same nationality or
the same careers. He is reminding us that we
all have the same access - equally - to God’s
grace. Anyone, irrespective of race, colour or
career, can aspire to sanctity. Goodness, the
seminaries are in some state when so many
priests are being ordained without basic
knowledge and understanding of Sacred
Scripture.

"Incomers to this country want to fulfil their
dreams, and we need to make sure that their
freedom to profess their faith and to maintain
their native languages and national identities
is cherished and encouraged."
Ed: listen. If a Scot chooses to set up home in
far flung places, and he wants to wear his kilt
and eat haggis and neeps all day, let him go
ahead, but he’s got no right whatsoever to
lobby the national government to pass laws to
help him. This is nuttery gone mad.  It’s not the
work of any priest to “help [people] to fulfil
their dreams” either.  Gerragrip.  It’s your task
to help the people in your care to fulfil their
spiritual, religious and moral obligations, for
goodness sake.

And then this nugget…

"Not every eastern European is coming to
Scotland to work in food processing or to do
other such work. There are many ambitious
people who need support in fulfilling their
dreams and aspirations in their chosen
country of Scotland….We are the new Scots,
too.”
Ed: passing over the insinuation of snobbery
which accompanies “other such work”, it’s
difficult to reconcile the contradictions - one
minute demanding the incomers’ freedom to
maintain their national [Polish] identity while
at the same time demanding they be accepted
as “new Scots”. Anyway, they’re not Scots.
Would moving to Poland make me a “new Pole”
or simply a Scot who has moved to Poland?

In another report on the Holyrood “reflection”,
published in The Press & Journal, 23/1/21 we
read: He leads his Sunday vigil mass in Banff
in two parts, one in English and again in his
native Polish…
Ed: inclusion? Latin Mass-goers of all
nationalities gather for Mass routinely. The
whole nonsense of requiring Mass in the
vernacular is revealed for what it is (crackers)
by the proliferation of Masses in various
languages to “cater” for Catholics immigrating
from their country of origin. For centuries we
were all “included” because we all attended the
same Mass offered in the universal language of
the Church, most pleasing to God - Latin.

Polish Priest in
Scotland
Applauded in
Scottish
Parliament
So he wasn’t preaching God’s Law…

Father Piotr Rtyel, a priest of the Diocese of
Aberdeen, appointed to Our Lady of Mount
Carmel church, Banff,  addressed the Scottish
Parliament via video link after being nominat-
ed to do so by north-east MSP Stewart Ste-
venson. Listening to the broadcast is an
education in just how deeply the clergy are
steeped in secular culture, concepts and lan-
guage.

Father Rytel opened his “reflection” by telling
members that it was “an honour” to address
them, failing to - however tactfully - disasso-
ciate himself from the evil legislation which
almost routinely passes in that chamber.

Instead, he launched into his plea for  “inclu-
sion” and the importance of supporting “new
Scots” to reach their potential here. He said:
“As you know, with current difficulties grow-
ing from Brexit and Covid-19, we have to
focus even more on the needs of every single
individual living in Scotland, and to give them
all the support that they need. As a priest that
involves touching on social care and welfare,
as well as on individuals and their personal
development.

Given that we live in a Welfare State, it is a
tad troubling to see this mentality prevail in
clergy minds; it recalls the horror of what
happened in St Patrick’s parish in Glasgow,
where the priest gave (totally unnecessary)
sanctuary to all sorts of waifs and strays,
which misguided “charity” led to the murder
of Angelika Kluk -  a Polish Catholic who had
come to Scotland to study.

The broadcast continues: “Not every eastern
European is coming to Scotland to work in
food processing or to do other such work.
There are many ambitious people who need
support in fulfilling their dreams and aspira-
tions in their chosen country of Scotland….
We are the new Scots, too.”

He told MSPs there should be no need for
people to be labelled “natives” or “foreigners”
and for all in Scotland to live and grow as
equals. But that’s ridiculous. Who does that,
goes to a foreign country - say, Poland - and
expects to be accepted as a native? If that’s
“inclusion” you can keep it. The broadcast
drew to a close with the priest pleading for the
acceptance of everyone and this acceptance
should include “freedom to practice their
Faith”. Good luck with that one in this Covid-
Church, but thanks for slipping in the mention
anyway. (Additional reporting, column 3)

Athanasius on
Authoritarian UK Governments Are
Recruiting Child-Spies: Criminal

This is the normal behaviour of
Marxist governments; they
create a network of civilian
spies, including children, to
report everything back to them.
It’s actually the same as under

the Nazis as well, another Communist
organisation. They had German children
reporting their parents for sheltering Jews. It is
exactly as Our Lady of Fatima predicted for our
time, the entire world under Communist
totalitarian and godless government. The people
think they have it made throwing off God for
Socialism now they will pay the price of their
folly. By the time this COVID-19 lie is fully
exposed the country will be bankrupt.

RCA Victor on
Biden’s Agenda: Build Back
Backwards!

Here’s a new low for the already
depraved Satanist left: Black
Lives Matter has now been
nominated for a Nobel Peace
Prize! Yes, we’ve now reached

full 1984: war is peace, peace is war, good is
evil, evil is good, lies are truth and truth is a lie.
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What Is “Clericalism”?
Taken from the Aleteia website

In the wake of the terrible clergy abuse scandals
that have recently come to light, we’ve seen
many responses and reflections from both
laypeople and prelates, including Pope Francis.
In his letter to the people of God on the current
crisis, Pope Francis identified as one of the
major sources a phenomenon he’s spent much
of his pontificate denouncing: clericalism.

It’s one of those words that is tossed around in
Church conversations but rarely defined—one
of those words you could hear very often
without being quite sure what it means. What
is clericalism?

Clericalism is a disordered attitude toward
clergy, an excessive deference and an
assumption of their moral superiority.  In the
pithy description of Pope Francis, it’s when
“Clerics feel they are superior, [and when] they
are far from the people.” Yet, as Pope Francis
wrote, clericalism can be “fostered by priests
themselves or by lay persons”—laypeople can
fall into clericalism, too! Lay people can fall
into thinking that their contributions to the life
of the Church are only second-rate, or that in
all things, surely “Father knows best,” or that
priestly virtue exhausts Christian virtue.

Now, on the one hand, we ought to esteem our
clergy. They are called by God to be our
leaders, teachers, and sanctifiers in the
Christian life, and we owe them respect for that.
After all, St. Ignatius of Antioch says that the
priest is like Jesus Christ to us, and the bishop,
like God the Father. He also says that, “where
the bishop is, there is the Catholic Church.”

Clergy participate in apostolic power, handed
on by Christ himself. They are our appointed
shepherds. In fact, they have this power, given
in the sacrament of Holy Orders, even when
they are bad people. A priest in mortal sin can
still call Christ down to the altar at Mass. He
can still forgive my sins in confession, even as
his own soul is “dead in sin.” A priest receives
an “indelible mark” on his soul in Holy Orders,
allowing him to act in persona Christi (“in the
person of Christ”), and no sin can blot out that
mark, and the gifts it entails. Yes, even if a
priest were consigned to Hell, his soul would
still bear the mark of his priesthood,
undoubtedly meaning that his eternal suffering
would be even greater than others’.

But this fact of the power of Holy Orders does
not mean that clergy are automatically wiser or
possessed of better judgment than or — this is
important — morally superior to anyone else.
Those ordained remain human beings, prone to
all the errors — and sins — of regular people.
The apostles themselves made all kinds of
mistakes, from misunderstanding the words of
Jesus to betraying him, and we ought not to

Pope Francis has
spent much of his
pontificate
denouncing this
phenomenon. But
what is it exactly?

think that their successors are immune from
these defects.

Furthermore, when we consider the high calling
priests and religious have received from God,
we can well imagine the effort the devil puts into
making them fall. This is part of why it’s
especially important to pray for clerics, mindful
that their life on earth is a spiritual battle.

Finding the right path

Aristotle famously said that “virtue is the mean
between extremes,” so when we’re trying to
avoid clericalism, we should be careful not to
fall into its opposite: anti-clericalism. While we
shouldn’t place the ordained on a lofty pedestal,
neither should we cast them into a pit. We
should not insult or degrade either the clerical
vocation or those who are in it. We should
neither fawn over our clergy nor spit on them.

Jesus set the balance right for his apostles from
the beginning. After the mother of James and
John asked Jesus if her sons might sit at his right
and left in the kingdom, the other apostles
grumbled—why should those two get the honor
and not themselves? Jesus told them: You know
that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them,
and the great ones make their authority over
them felt. But it shall not be so among you.
Rather, whoever wishes to be great among you
shall be your servant; whoever wishes to be first
among you shall be your slave. Just so, the Son
of Man did not come to be served, but to serve
and to give his life as a ransom for many.
(Matthew 20:20-28)

Jesus did not deny that his apostles would have
authority over others; rather he taught them, and
showed them, that that authority was meant for
service. It’s like when parents hire a babysitter
and put that person “in charge” of their children.
The babysitter is given authority over the
children, not so the children can be sent to bed
early and the babysitter can eat popcorn and
watch movies, but so that the babysitter can
properly care for the kids. Being “in charge”
means the children are “in the babysitter’s
charge”—the babysitter is responsible for them.

Among the greatest of Jesus’ followers was St.
Peter, the first pope. He echoed Jesus’ words in
1 Peter 5:3 when he wrote, “Do not lord it over
those assigned to you, but be examples to the
flock.”

Popes from the time of St. Gregory the Great
have taken the title servus servorum Dei,
“servant of the servants of God.” The clergy are
not here as our masters, but as our helpers.
As Pope Francis wrote, “Lay people are part of
the faithful Holy People of God and thus are the
protagonists of the Church and of the world; we
[priests] are called to serve them, not to be
served by them.”

Article What is “clericalism”, published on
the Aleteia website,  23/8/18.

March 2020  -  March 2021
The Stolen Year…

Zoe Kerr
Guest Columnist

Reflecting on the past year since the Covid-19
restrictions began in March, 2020, I thought
about all the things I was hearing on TV,
especially where the news broadcasters were
trying to make us feel good about the situation,
showing us video after video of people
enjoying themselves in the Zoom or Skype
“classes” which they had organised for the
purpose of exercising or dancing  or otherwise
socialising with other people.

It wasn’t real socialising, of course, because
that is one of the awful things about these
restrictions, we are not allowed, by
Government order, to mix with our fellow
human beings, even those to whom we are
related. So, these were good people who were
trying to make the best of a bad deal. It was
pseudo-social contact which, they’d decided,
was better than no social contact.

In thinking over this past year, I remember
how it struck me forcibly when I heard an
upset caller who had phoned into a radio
discussion saying that she was angry because
this past year is a year gone now, a year which
I will never get back.

She’s right to be angry.  We should all be
angry.  Life is short enough, without handing
a year of our lives over to the Government for
experimental purposes.  That is what many of
us believe is happening - a social experiment
to gauge just how compliant the populations
of the world will prove to be, when the elite
decide to make permanent our unhappy
flirtation with Communism, the experience of
this past totalitarian year, the year they stole
from us.

From the website of the World Economic
Forum - The Great Reset…

The Covid-19 crisis… is fundamentally
changing the traditional context for decision-
making. The inconsistencies, inadequacies
and contradictions of multiple systems –
from health and financial to energy and
education – are more exposed than ever
amidst a global context of concern for lives,
livelihoods and the planet….
Ed: here it comes, the plan for one-world
Government: it’s no “conspiracy theory”…

As we enter a unique window of opportunity
to shape the recovery, this initiative will offer
insights to help inform all those determining
the future state of global relations…
Drawing from the vision and vast expertise
of the leaders engaged across the Forum’s
communities, the Great Reset initiative has
a set of dimensions to build a new social
contract that honours the dignity of every
human being.
Ed: don’t be fooled: this “new social contract”
is the introduction of totalitarian rule. We
must fight it or fall prey to it.
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According to St. John Chrysostom, God is
more to be feared when He bears with sinners
than when He instantly punishes their sin. And
why? Because, says St. Gregory, they to whom
God has shown most mercy shall be chastised
with the greatest rigour, if they do not cease to
offend Him. The Saint adds that God often
punishes such sinners with a sudden death, and
does not allow them time for repentance. And
the greater the light that God gives to certain
sinners for their correction, the greater is their
blindness and obstinacy in sin: For it had been
better for them not to have known the way of
justice than after they have known it, to turn
back." (2 Pet 2:21)

Miserable the sinners, who, after having been
enlightened, return to the vomit. St. Paul says
that it is morally impossible for them to be
again converted: For it is impossible for those
who were once enlightened, who have tasted
the Heavenly gifts … and who have fallen
away, to be brought back to repentance." (Heb
6:4, 6).

Listen, then, O sinner, to the admonition of the
Lord: My son, hast thou sinned? Do so no more,
but for thy former sins also pray that they may
be forgiven thee. (Eccles 21:1) My son, add not
sins to those that you have already committed,
but be careful to pray for the pardon of your
past transgressions. Otherwise, if you commit
another mortal sin, the gates of divine mercy
may be closed against you, and your soul may
be lost forever. When then, beloved brethren,
the Devil tempts you again to yield to sin, say
to yourself: If God pardons me no more, what
shall become of me for all eternity? Should the
Devil in reply, say: “Fear not, God is merciful.”
Then answer him by saying: “What certainty
or what probability do I have that, if I return
again to sin, God will show me mercy or grant
me pardon?”

For behold the threat of the Lord against all who
despise His calls: Because I have called and you
refused ... I also will laugh in your destruction,
and will mock when that shall come to you
which you feared. (Prov 1:24, 26) Mark the
words "I also" - they mean that, as you have
mocked the Lord by betraying Him again after
your confession and promises of amendment,
so He will mock you at the hour of death. I will
laugh and will mock. But, God is not mocked.
(Gal. 6:7)

The wise man says: As a dog that returns to his
vomit, so is the fool that repeats his folly.(Prov
26:11). Blessed Denis the Carthusian gives an
excellent exposition of this text. He says that,
as a dog that eats what he has just vomited is
an object of disgust and abomination, so the
sinner who returns to the sins that he has
detested and confessed becomes hateful in the
sight of God.

O folly of sinners! If you purchase a house, you
spare no pains to get all the securities necessary

Tomorrow May
Never Come

St Alphonsus Liguouri

to guard against the loss of your money; if you
take medicine, you are careful to assure yourself
that it cannot injure you; if you pass over a river,
you cautiously avoid all danger of falling into
it. And, for a transitory enjoyment, for the
gratification of revenge, for a beastly pleasure
that lasts but a moment, you risk your eternal
salvation, saying: “I will go to confession after
I commit this sin.”  And when, I ask, are you to
go to confession? You say: “Tomorrow.” But
who promises you tomorrow? Who assures you
that you shall have time for confession and that
God will not deprive you of life as He has
deprived so many others, in the act of sin?
"Diem tenes" says St. Augustine, "qui horam
non tenes." You cannot be certain of living for
another hour, and yet you say: I will go to
confession tomorrow.

Listen to the words of St. Gregory: “He who has
promised pardon to penitents has not promised
tomorrow to sinners." (Hom. 12 in Evan.) God
has promised pardon to all who repent; but He
has not promised to wait until tomorrow for
those who insult Him. Perhaps, God will give
you time for repentance; perhaps He will not.
But, should He not give it, what shall become
of your soul? In the meantime, for the sake of a
miserable pleasure, you lose the grace of God
and expose yourself to the danger of being lost
forever. Would you, for such transient
enjoyments, risk your money, your honour, your
possessions, your liberty, and your life? No, you
would not. How, then, does it happen that, for a
miserable gratification, you lose your soul,
Heaven, and God? Tell me: Do you believe that
Heaven, Hell, eternity, are truths of faith? Do
you believe that, if you die in sin, you are lost
forever? O! What temerity, what folly is it, to
condemn yourself voluntarily to an eternity of
torments with the hope of afterwards reversing
the sentence of your condemnation!

"Nemo," says St. Augustine, "sub spe salutis vult
aegrotare." No one can be found so foolish as
to take poison with the hope of preventing its
deadly effects by adopting the ordinary
remedies. And you will condemn yourself to
Hell, saying that you expect to be afterwards
preserved from it. O folly! Which, in conformity
with the divine threats, has brought - and brings
every day - so many to Hell. Thou hast trusted
in thy wickedness … and evil shall come upon
thee, and thou shalt not know the rising thereof.
(Isa 47:10,11) You have sinned, trusting rashly
in the divine mercy: The punishment of your
guilt shall fall suddenly upon you, and you shall
not know from whence it comes.

What do you say? What resolution do you
make? If, after this sermon, you do not firmly
resolve to give yourself to God, I weep over you
and regard you as lost.

Alphonsus Liguori: Sermons for All the
Sundays in the Year, London: James Duffy
& Sons, 1882, pp. 115-117.

Holy Virgin of Fatima, in your
great love and compassion for
us, you came to Fatima to
warn us of the spiritual and
temporal dangers to which
our sins have exposed us.
We have half heartedly
believed you, if not totally
ignored you, and now we
see clearly the just
punishment of God on our
very doorstep.  Relying
on your word, we know it
is never too late to turn to
the compassionate
Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
We are afraid, dear Mother, and we
come to you asking for faith and
Christian fortitude to face the unknown.
We are uncertain, dear Mother, and we
come to you knowing that you can
strengthen our hope and obtain for us
the wine of prudence.
We recognize that our fear and
uncertainty has generated diverse
views and even divisions among us
and so we beg you, Our Mother, to
obtain for us that charity by which we
can love God unconditionally, and each
other with true justice, and ourselves
with due temperance.
As the world falls into the encroaching
darkness, O most holy Virgin of Fatima,
take us, our families and our loved
ones under your protection.  Defend us
from our deadly enemy who seeks to
rob us of our Holy Faith and of eternal
life.  Protect us from those worldly
forces that even now threaten our
physical wellbeing.
Obtain for us, O Mother, grace to,
courageously and generously, embrace
the sufferings that the Good Lord, in
His mercy, will send us for His great
glory that, in this way, we may not only
hasten the coming triumph of your
Immaculate Heart but also contribute
something towards the salvation of
souls.

Most Sacred Heart of
Jesus, have mercy on us

Immaculate Heart of
Mary, triumph and reign
over us.

O Lady of Fatima, pray for
us.

St. Joseph, pray for us.

Our Guardian Angels,
                     watch over us, lead us
                     and defend us.

Prayer to Our Lady
of Fatima For

Protection
Composed by

Fr Linus Clovis
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USA: Joe Biden - “Devout Catholic”?

CWR:  Mr. Biden professes to be a devout
Catholic, yet is 100% pro-choice on abortion.
How do you think America’s bishops ought
to respond to this situation?

Archbishop: I can tell you how this bishop is
responding. The president should stop defin-
ing himself as a devout Catholic, and ac-
knowledge that his view on abortion is
contrary to Catholic moral teaching. It would
be a more honest approach from him to say he
disagreed with his Church on this important
issue and that he was acting contrary to
Church teaching.
When he says he is a devout Catholic, we
bishops have the responsibility to correct
him. Although people have given this presi-
dent power and authority, he cannot define
what it is to be a Catholic and what Catholic
moral teaching is.
What he is doing now is usurping the role of
the bishops and confusing people. He’s de-
claring that he’s Catholic, and is going to
force people to support abortion through their
tax dollars. The bishops need to correct him,
as the president is acting contrary to the Cath-
olic faith.

CWR:  Fr. Robert Morey of St. Anthony
Church in Florence, South Carolina (who
retired this year) refused to give then-candi-
date Joe Biden Holy Communion at Mass in
2019 because of Biden’s pro-abortion stance.
What do you think of Fr. Morey’s action?

Archbishop:  I think he was acting on and
following his conscience.
Ed: with respect, no. He was obeying Canon Law

Extracts from interview with Archbishop
Naumann, Archbishop of Kansas City,
Kansas and current chairman USCCB’s
Committee on Pro-Life Activities, in
Catholic World Report (CWR), 13/2/21

#915: those who obstinately persist in manifest
grave sin are not to be admitted to Holy Commun-
ion. Police officers don’t pursue suspects on the basis
of their conscience, but on whether they may have
broken the law.

I believe the president has the responsibility not
to present himself for Holy Communion. When
Catholics receive the Eucharist, they are ac-
knowledging the Real Presence of Jesus, and
also belief in the teachings of the Church. Pres-
ident Biden doesn’t believe in the Church’s
teachings on the Sanctity of Human Life, and
he should not put the priest in the situation
where he has to decide whether or not to allow
him to receive the Eucharist. He should know
that after 78 years as a Catholic.

CWR: Would you give Mr. Biden Commun-
ion?

Archbishop:  I don’t think I’ll ever be in that
situation… I do believe that his bishop has a
responsibility to dialogue with him about this
issue.
Ed: sorry, no again. His bishop has a responsibility
to instruct him - maybe read over Canon #915 in his
presence and ask him what he thinks it means…

What he is supporting is a serious evil. I don’t
know the disposition of his mind and heart, but
his act of supporting legal abortion is wrong.
Ed: as with the police, the disposition of the mind and
heart is irrelevant - has the person broken the law?
If so, that must be corrected. Imagine the scandal if
the police ignored public lawbreakers. Yet that is
what is happening within the Church.

Archbishop, what are you
doing! Joe is welcoming
the marginalised, even
criminals into the country
illegally, and he’s
committed to climate
change, so what’s with this
“he’s not a devout
Catholic?” Who cares? I
made it clear a while back
that even atheists get into
Heaven so why the fuss?

I must sack
these wrong-
thinking
bishops.

On the first page of this edition, I address the
Scottish Bishops directly - they’ll be thrilled.

Seriously,they’re not exactly doing a fantastic
job of steering the barque of Peter safely to
shore, and these pages note that fact, often.  It
would be wrong, however, to ignore those in
charge of the “lifeboat” - fair’s fair.

In the tsunami of modernism which followed
Vatican II, Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre
dedicated his priestly Society of St Pius X
(SSPX), to a leadership role in providing the
traditional Mass and sacraments: “We are like
passengers on a sinking ship. The captain and
most of the officers keep reassuring us that
everything will be all right as long as we do
not question the most recently updated
navigation charts. But one officer has the sense
to launch a lifeboat…”1

Attending Mass in an SSPX church after years
of trying to make sense of the drastic “reforms”
of  Vatican II, is akin to finding peace, perfect
peace, in the middle of a rock concert.

It’s important, though, not to harbour (so to
speak!) false hopes because here, in the SSPX,
we have no lasting city either.2 In short, the
lifeboat is letting in water.

Lately, there have been various scandals; some
fall into the celibacy infidelity category similar
to cases reported in dioceses around the world.
Others, however, are more difficult to explain,
such is the situation in 2019 in the USA which
saw a diocesan priest, Fr Kilcawley, expert on
Pope John Paul II’s Theology of the Body,
invited to address an SSPX family conference.

Prior to the invitation, Fr Kilcawley could be
seen on video offering his advice about how to
deal with the temptation to view pornography.
His advice is the polar opposite of traditional
exhortations  to do our best to dismiss impure
thoughts immediately, not to mention Christ’s
own prayer - “Lead us not into temptation…”
Fr Kilcawley disagrees: “… simply invite Our
Lord into our temptation and into our thoughts
in the present moment…say, ‘Jesus, I want to
look at pornography right now.’ Or, ‘Jesus, I’m
having an impure thought right now. You’re
welcome into my imagination. You’re welcome
to watch these thoughts with me.’” Lifeboat
leaking? Wish you’d learned to swim?

Then, the SSPX leadership chose to follow the
weak diocesan hierarchy into pandemic panic,

“I signed a letter to
Congress to make clear
that if they send any
legislation to my desk
that weakens the
protection of human life,
I will issue a veto.”

Donald Trump obeying the unlawful Government instruction
to close churches. Traditional-leaning diocesan
priests expressed dismay. They had, it seems,
expected more from the Society.

The SSPX statement on vaccines has also come
as a huge shock because it reflects the erroneous
Vatican position that it is acceptable to take the
(rushed) abortion-tainted Covid-19 vaccines.
By misapplying moral principles on “material
[not formal] remote co-operation” with evil,
the Society chose to appease those who have
fallen for the whole “deadly virus” hype instead
of upholding the traditional teaching of the
Church on the crime of abortion. Bishop Joseph
Strickland of Tyler, Texas  said he would refuse
an abortion-tainted vaccine: “I will  not kill
children to live. Even if it originated decades
ago it still means a child’s life was ended before
it was born & then their body was used as spare
parts.”

There are good, very sound SSPX priests, and,
to my surprise,  I once heard one of these say
from his pulpit that God may send another
“lifeboat” to see us through this crisis, that it
may not be the work of the SSPX after all. Sad.
But, if so, let it be soon, Lord, since we’re close
to drowning, right now! Pope Saint Pius X,
pray for us!

Footnotes:
1 Thomas Aussenegg The case of the imaginary schism
https://sspx.org/en/case-imaginary-schism
2 St Paul - Hebrews 13:14

https://sspx.org/en/case-imaginary-schism

